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::.1" " Haroon Labels Industries LLC ; Ajman is a ground breaker in Label Industry providing

labelling solutions to a large price sensitive clientele database. We have a full printing bureau

department offering a vaiety of custom made die cut labels and pre-printed labels of
multitude sizes in roll form to our clients at very reasonable prices. As add-on to serve our

customers better, we also deal and supply Barcode printers, wax barcode ribbons, pricing

machines and ink rolls at reasonable prices. Haroon Labels is a one stop shop for all your

labelling needs.

Products

Barcode Labels

We offer Pre-printed labels, Custom made barcode label and Blank Labels on rolls.

Blank Labels Custom made Barcode labels

Pre printed Barcode labels



Thermal Tarnsfer labels are offered in many different sizes.The thermal transfer ribbons require a

thermal ribbon in order for the printer to print an image onto the label.

Colour wash labels Blank Labels with thermal ribbon

Printed Labels

One of the most popular services weoffer is custom printed labels. We offer a full label printing
service on all rollfed thermal labels, from colour printing right through to fullcolour.

PRINTED LABELS



COLOUREDLABELS

As well as plain white Thermal Transfer

thermal labels are also a very popular

(TTR)labels and also direct thermal (DT) Labels, coloured

option. Often fully coloured in bright colours for use as

labels, pallet labels and also bgl I,a

Pricing Labels with Pricing Machines and Ink rolls

Black colour printing on Orange or any other fluorescent material

Thermal Tra nsfer Ri bbons

HAROON LABELS also offer one of the widest selections of thermal transfer ribbons
available, at very affordable and highly competitive prices.

Thermal Transfer Ribbons
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BARCODE PRINTERS

DIRECTTHERMAL LABELS
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